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THE RENAISSANCE IN JAZZ: WOMEN 
 
by Ian Muldoon* 
_________________________________________________________ 
 
 

o we need a reminder that women have been at the heart of the origin of jazz, 
its development and progress, and are central to it still? Reflecting on its 
origins out of the African diaspora, slavery, the Civil War, and then the 

cultural stew of the United States, where its major driver was the need of the 
individual to express themselves musically, driven by the yearning for freedom, 
a freedom from musical, economic, cultural, and physical barriers, the music 
called “jazz” might be considered the perfect artistic vehicle for women artists. Just 
to  consider the contemporary evidence of international trafficking in women, of 
barbaric cultural practises, and in “civilised” Australia, the weekly death of a woman 
from domestic violence, or such official statistics as there being one million single 
mothers in Australia in 2020, is to see parallels with the origins of the music and 
those driven to pursue it. 
 

 
 
The author Ian Muldoon, aged six, with his mother Ethel May Muldoon, who 
subsequently committed suicide by leaping off The Gap at Watson’s Bay… PHOTO 
COURTESY IAN MULDOON 
 
_________________________________________________________ 
 
*Ian Muldoon has been a jazz enthusiast since, as a child, he heard his aunt play Fats 
Waller and Duke Ellington on the household piano. At around ten years of age he was 
given a windup record player and a modest supply of steel needles, on which he played his 
record collection, consisting of two 78s, one featuring Dizzy Gillespie and the other Fats 
Waller. He listened to Eric Child’s ABC radio programs in the 1950s and has been a prolific 
jazz records collector wherever he lived in the world, including Sydney, Kowloon, 
Winnipeg, New York and Melbourne. He has been a jazz broadcaster on a number of 
community radio stations in various cities, and now lives in Coffs Harbour.  
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A shot of Ian Muldoon’s son Rhys, aged two in 1967, with his great-grandmother 
Ethel May Wilson, who raised his father Ian, unaided, with unconditional love and 
fierce dedication… PHOTO COURTESY IAN MULDOON 
 
There are statistics and there are anecdotal and personal experiences. On the 
14th March 2020 I attended the wake of my best friend from my RAAF times. Andre 
was born in Latvia in 1938, and he and his mother fled that Nazi-invaded country to 
Vichy France, then eventually, post WW2, mother and he arrived in Australia 
speaking four languages excluding English. Andre’s mother raised him alone, and 
he joined the RAAF at 15 to escape her “suffocating love.” Thanks to that care and 
“suffocating love” Andre had a rich and rewarding life, a loving partner, two loving 
children and a number of grandchildren.  
 
In my case, my Presbyterian mother eloped at 17 years with a Catholic tailor ten years 
her senior, and when she got tired of making sandwiches for his all-night poker 
games, returned to her mother pregnant with me, a child my father was not wanting. 
The religions noted are relevant for, at that time, there was a strong anti-Catholic 
prejudice in our family. Added to that was of course the disgrace of an elopement.  
 
I was abandoned to my grandmother at birth. My mother descended into alcoholism 
and, at 42, suicide by leaping off The Gap at Watsons Bay. My grandmother raised 
me unaided, with unconditional love and fierce dedication. She may have 
demonstrated grief from time to time, but there was also enthusiasm and joy in her 
life’s attitudes. She was a devoted fan of the well-dressed “gentleman of jazz", 
Edward Kennedy Ellington. 
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My grandmother was a devoted fan of the well-dressed “gentleman of jazz", 
Edward Kennedy Ellington (above)... 
 
I relate these two anecdotes as a way of showing that we do not have to look very far 
either statistically or personally for us to be aware of the life experiences not a few 
women undergo. And it seems to me that many Australian women artists in the 
music are true artists where the musically dominant, technically brilliant players like 
the late Don Burrows and James Morrison, seem just accomplished 
and successful musicians. 
 
When ranting on about our favourite musicians, which is a happy pastime of jazz 
lovers everywhere, the usual suspects drop from our lips without much reflection - 
Parker, Ellington, Armstrong, Trane, Davis, Mingus and so on. But which artists have 
we actually been listening to over the years? At live events, which artists have 
we attended to most, been most moved by over the years? And on the documents we 
have amassed, the albums, CDs, DVDs, who have we listened to most?  
 
I was surprised when I answered these questions in my own case. This essay is a 
contribution to the acknowledgement that women in jazz are not some fringe 
benefit whilst the blokes get on with the real business.  Women are central to the 
birth of jazz, its successful life, its present, and its future. I’m not here to bang 
the drum for women, as an old hetero jazz lover, but just to admit what is evident to 
my ears, and my heart, and to bear witness to the amazing contribution they’ve made 
despite the sexist, racist cultures they’ve had to traverse, and still have to. It seems to 
me we are presently witnessing a renaissance in this music, led by women. 
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The USA is a racist, patriarchal if not misogynist, materialistic society, and to be an 
African American, female artist trying to survive in that society is to have the odds 
really stacked against you. With the highest (and privately run) prison population in 
the world consisting disproportionately of African American men and women, it 
is reckoned by some to be the outcome of racism practised on an industrial 
scale. African Americans represent nearly a third of US deaths from the coronavirus 
pandemic and 30 per cent of covid-19 cases, despite making up only about 13 per 
cent of the population. And sexism is manifest in the USA in the most public way: the 
President’s “pussy grabbing”; the vicious media assault on Hillary Clinton; and 
the conviction of Hollywood’s Harvey Weinstein. They all point to what seems to 
some as a war on women.  
 
Australian society is a racist, patriarchal if not misogynist, secular, 
materialistic society, so to be an Aboriginal female artist trying to survive in that 
society is to have the odds really stacked against you. Tracey Moffatt is an example of 
one who has prevailed. Although her work was visible in New York in 1996, she had 
to get recognised overseas before she was deemed worthy of a major exhibition in 
her home country.  
 

 
 
Tracey Moffatt (above) is an example of one who has prevailed. Although her work 
was visible in New York in 1996, she had to get recognised overseas before she was 
deemed worthy of a major exhibition in her home country.  
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For the Australian evidence about public sexism, one needs only to refer to the 
shameful treatment of our first female Prime Minister. The patriarchal nature of our 
society, where virtually all institutions - the Church, Government, Defence, Business 
- are controlled by men, encourages the perception of the status of women being less 
than men. Can the music industry and the jazz artists who are part of it, claim to be 
so isolated or separated from Australian society that it is immune to sexism? Have 
artists a higher morality or immunity from the sex drive or from the nature of their 
society, that means it’s less frequent in the arts? Isn’t domestic violence the province 
of working class bogans, alcohol-fuelled after a night at the footy? And of course 
flourishing internet porn watched by inter alia children doesn’t affect their attitude to 
women, does it? 
 
Since WW2, during which millions of women were employed in manufacturing and 
industries usually dominated by men, and since the contraceptive pill, there has been 
considerable progress made by women socially, and economically. Though 
women have progressed, the same progress may not have been made by men in their 
attitudes or their willingness to give up their positions of power in the name of 
fairness or equality. In 2020 one very famous woman, Cate Blanchett, may be asked 
how she is managing as a woman to cope with her four children whilst pursuing her 
career - a question she reminds us, is not one asked of male actors. Similarly, to what 
extent is domestic labour shared in the typical marriage? Studies reveal it is very 
much still mainly the burden of women. Media have reflected the abiding nature of 
what women’s role mainly is. 
 

 
 
Cate Blanchett: she may be asked how she is managing as a woman to cope with 
her four children whilst pursuing her career… 
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In fuelling or reflecting sexist attitudes, the hugely popular James Bond franchise is 
an interesting case in point, with its female characters such as Pussy Galore. Ronan 
O’Rahilly, who founded rock station Radio Caroline, later became a film producer 
and agent. One of his clients was George Lazenby, who played Bond in 1969 in 
the film On Her Majesty’s Secret Service. O’Rahilly effectively destroyed Lazenby’s 
movie career by dissuading him from signing a seven-film Bond deal because, he 
believed, Bond was a character out of step with the times. The times included a 
resurgent feminist movement. Well, 50 years later Bond is alive and very well, and an 
icon of male power, sexual attitudes and excessive consumption. Some surely argue: 
hey, Bond is just fun! Calm down and enjoy it. You don’t have to take it seriously. 
Yet, don’t Bond films feed misogynist fantasies? 
 

 

 
 
Ronan O’Rahilly, founder of rock station Radio Caroline… 
 
For a white heterosexual male jazz lover to raise the topic of either racism or sexism 
is fraught with complications. Ideological impurities are probably sprinkled about in 
this essay’s prose. To some feminist ideologues jazz by its very nature is a sexist even 
misogynist cultural activity. One source of much jazz is the Great American 
Songbook, 90% of which songs contain lyrics about “love”, another source of 
irritation to some feminists.  Just the word: jazz. 
 
Without canvassing the dozens of references to the word in the Oxford 
English Dictionary, the association of the word “jazz” with dance, with suggestive 
dance movement, and as a euphemism for copulation, is well documented. Equally 
well established is the origins of the music - mainly in dance halls and brothels. 
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It was not until the onset of industrialisation in the mid-1850s, especially in Britain 
with its textile industry, that urbanisation and the migration of people from small 
villages to the city, and from Europe to Canada, the Americas and Australia, really 
took off. In the mid-1870s in Europe there were only 25 cities with populations 
exceeding 200,000. The biggest private enterprise (including buildings) which aimed 
at the mass market, apart from the market and small shop, was the “tavern” which 
evolved later into the gin-palace.  
 
The population of New Orleans in 1870 was 191,000. In 2018 it is 390,000. In other 
words, New Orleans in 1870 was one of the largest population centres in the world. It 
catered,  just as in other places, for the entertainment of the masses, and alcohol and 
music played their significant roles. Jazz grew out of that environment, male and 
female performers included, and has been associated with it almost to the present 
day. The modern-day version of the Gin Palace, clubs of NSW say the RSL, the 
Leagues Club and so on, are still entertainment centres for the “masses”. The last 
time I heard George Golla was at Palm Beach RSL in the mid-1980s.  
 

 
 
The last time I  heard guitarist George Golla was at Palm Beach, Sydney, in the 
mid-1980s… PHOTO CREDIT PETER SINCLAIR 

 
Academic feminists may refer to the issues in “jazz" thus: "male dominance over 
instrumental musicianship, highlighting issues such as male exclusivity, gendered 
divisions of labour, gendered space, and male control over technology. Some typical 
female relationships with instruments are outlined, whereby certain instruments are 
deemed to be suitable or acceptable for women. Finally, the construction of gender 
by instrumentalists is related to issues of sexuality, gender role-reversals, and 
enactments that transcend gender”* but such jargon sits uneasily with reality and its 
complications. The feminist movement was (essentially) a middle-class phenomenon 
and the middle class generally perceived “jazz” in Australia as loud pub or club 
music, made by men who wear straw boaters and enjoyed alcohol and a good time.  
 
_________________________________________________________ 
 
*Editor’s note: Ian Muldoon describes this as “a random quote from a typical 

Abstract”, which he found on the internet. 
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An enduring image may be one of the “jazz age” with slim women in body tight 
dresses dancing to “hot” jazz. It may even be a modern image of Anita O’Day in white 
gloves, large hat, bright red lipstick and high heels at Newport Jazz Festival 
singing Sweet Georgia Brown to cool jazz. Apart from images, song lyrics themselves 
may be an affront to feminism. In a discussion with gay singer Mark Murphy when 
he was appearing at a pub in Rozelle in the 1980s, he mentioned that when he 
sang Blues in the Night at a club in New York (which has the line “a woman’s a two 
time”) female audience members threw sanitary napkins onto the stage.  
 

 
 
Anita O’Day in white gloves, large hat, bright red lipstick and high heels at 
Newport Jazz Festival: an enduring image… 
 
When Bessie Smith sang “Daddy put some more sugar in my bowl” she wasn’t 
referring to drinking tea. And when Anita O’Day sings Boogie Blues ("He's got fins 
like a fish, shaped like a frog, but when he loves me I holler oh, hot dog”)  her 
intonation, her joy, her innuendo are manifest.  And perhaps an affront to some 
feminists.  
 

 
 
When Bessie Smith (above) sang “Daddy put some more sugar in my bowl” she 
wasn’t referring to drinking tea … 
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Up until the 20th century in Western society, music was considered a desirable 
marriageable skill for a middle-class female, provided the instrument itself was 
appropriate, such as voice, harpsichord, piano or violin. In the 20th century the idea 
that a female might take up a “horn” as a musical instrument was still not usual, let 
alone that she should take up music as a profession, let alone, heaven forbid, as 
a “jazz” musician in a society where even to be a female theatrical actor was the 
next step up from prostitution, an attitude that may have persisted until WW2.  
 
Within the profession itself, women were more acceptable as vocalists, fronting a 
band, and not really thought good enough to be considered as instrumentalists. Thus, 
whether it’s the perception of men of women musicians as decoration for bands and 
not “real” musicians, or some feminists’ perception of women in jazz as playing for 
the sexist desires of male audiences or fodder for other musicians, or parents of 
female musicians repelled by the very notion that their beloved offspring should 
enter a world of one-night stands, drugs, and music that reeks of human 
desire manifest; or the general public’s view of women jazz musicians as 
sexual objects rather than artists, and the industry’s push to get the musician to 
“glamourise” herself to better market herself; or the low social status of jazz, then the 
pursuance of a career in  jazz is a formidable challenge.  
 
In "classical" music in 2020 it may be the Opera House or Town Hall, whilst in the 
other music (dare it speak its name) a dingy room in Camperdown where world class 
artists are expected to perform and be happy to do so. In short, for a young woman to 
consider a life in jazz is to go for a life that is a massive tangled blackberry bush full 
of perceptions, misperceptions, attitudes, barriers, and prejudices that would daunt 
and deter even the strongest character. To see a diminutive female artist like 
Shannon Barnett blow her trombone in glorious and confident unapologetic 
inventiveness, to make “such sweet thunder”, is to celebrate at least in part the 
acknowledgement that getting to that gig was no cakewalk.   
 

 
 
To see a diminutive female artist like Shannon Barnett (above) blow her trombone 
in glorious and confident unapologetic inventiveness … is to celebrate at least 
in part the acknowledgement that getting to that gig was no cakewalk…  
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Yet the very historical nature of jazz and its musical demands - born out of slavery, a 
passionate voice for freedom, freedom from economic slavery, and the musical 
slavery of the Western musical tradition, demanding commitment to the musical 
rules of that tradition- seems an ideal driver for the aspiring musically talented 
female artist who prefers the individual expressiveness at the heart of the music. It 
was in singing, in the voice, that the female jazz (blues) artist first found acceptance 
and employment.  
 
As the music blossomed the belief that an instrumentalist, say a pianist, was a 
superior musician could hold sway. If the voice was the first instrument as it was in 
the fields, or on the railroads, or in the church, then anyone could do it. In its 
beginnings in sub-Saharan Africa, language and music are intermingled. On the one 
hand there is the variation in pitch of the voice to indicate meaning; on the other 
hand, there is African drumming which uses patterns and pitch variations to “speak”. 
Later, in the New World, work songs, field whoops, family yoo-hoos, blues, spirituals, 
hymns, mixed with Americana like stage-show songs, jigs, opera melodies, military 
music and ragtime, and as Bing Crosby and Louis Armstrong happily sang in the 
film High Society: 
 
From the East to the West 
From the coast to the coast 
Jazz is king cause jazz is 
The thing folks, dig, best 
 

 
 
Bing Crosby (left) and Louis Armstrong… 
 
The most significant and most influential jazz artist of all, Armstrong, began his 
professional performing life as a singer in the saloons of New Orleans as part of a 
gospel-toned quartet. In terms of rhythm especially, Louis based his cornet/trumpet 
playing on the way he sang.  
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The role of voice in jazz continues, especially amongst drummers and piano players, 
those masters of percussion. Erroll Garner, Bud Powell, Keith Jarrett, hum along or 
otherwise vocalise whilst playing. Baby Dodds claimed that he 
always encouraged sotto voce his band buddies to make sure their musical spirit was 
synchronised with his. Jazz musicians often have low volume off-mike words 
with each other in praise, or amens, to move the music on and up. The voice then was 
the single most significant influence in the birth of the music called jazz, which is 
in essence a voice-based music. From its beginnings, the singers’ use of 
colour, texture, timing, phrasing, and vibrato has influenced instrumentalists’ style of 
playing.  
 

 
 
Baby Dodds: he claimed that he always encouraged sotto voce his band buddies to 
make sure their musical spirit was synchronised with his… 
 
After a performance by trombonist Shannon Barnett in March 2021, Eric Myers 
asked her what was the mute she used and where she got it. She replied: “It’s a 
plunger mute. For cleaning toilets. You can get them at Bunnings.” 
Jazz instrumentalists have typically used toilet plungers, cloths, hats, cupped hands, 
to create vocal effects, to make their instruments sing, shout, croon, growl, groan, 
whisper, and squawk. A very brief immersion into the Duke Ellington bands 
would reveal many of these effects. Some players, like Johnny Hodges, would adopt 
highly vocalised playing by modelling Louis Armstrong, or Sidney Bechet who 
was especially “vocalised” in his playing. Ellington sometimes introduced Hodges as 
the “singer with the band”.  
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In jazz, to “voice” is to put together the musical parts - chord structures, rhythm 
structures - in a particular way, to “style”, thus “voicings”. Jazz 
playing, improvisation, has much to do with conversing between players, with 
listening and responding.  Lester Young would learn the lyrics of any tune that had 
them in order to increase his understanding of the feelings imbedded within. He 
also listened to vocalists like Billie Holiday, and Holiday to Ethel Waters, Bessie 
Smith, as well as Armstrong, who was easily the greatest influence on jazz singing 
period. Holiday as a youngster would sing along to records of Armstrong’s trumpet 
playing as well as his singing. She claimed to have learned phrasing from Lester 
Young.  
 

 
 
Lester Young & Billie Holiday… 
 
So jazz singing is singers trying to sound like jazz trumpets, like saxophones, like 
trombones. In turn, the instrumentalists would parry with the singers, sometimes 
imitating, sometimes mocking or flirting. To find one’s voice, whether in literature, 
film, dance - is a complex amalgam of the individual elements the individual brings 
to his or her aesthetic. One note by Sarah Vaughan or Betty Carter is recognisable as 
that singer’s “voice”.  
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That there are so many great female accomplished artists presently practising jazz is 
remarkable.  Some of these include Linda May Han Oh, Sandy Evans, Andrea Keller, 
the Parrott sisters, Gian Slater, and Shannon Barnett. Like most jazz lovers I believe 
my ears are gender neutral and the music I engage with is not preferenced because 
it’s by a woman. In the same way, although jazz musicians are unlikely to engage in 
female affirmative action, I suspect most have gender neutral ears. As Judy Bailey 
once noted to me, it’s all about the music. 
 

 

 
 
Judy Bailey: it’s all about the music… 
 
Like most aficionados of this music, there are artists one follows who have such 
integrity of commitment to their art that anything they commit to record one buys. 
Louis Armstrong is not among them, as his recorded legacy is patchy. Some that 
spring to mind include Tom Varner, Thelonious Monk, Eric Dolphy, Duke Ellington, 
William Parker, Paul Bley, Brad Mehldau, Dave Douglas, Marty Ehrlich, 
John Coltrane, Bobby Hutcherson, Bill Evans, Kurt Elling, Oscar Peterson;  but also 
Jessica Williams, Jane Ira Bloom, Sarah Vaughan, Andrea Keller, Billie Holiday, 
Anita O’Day, Ella Fitzgerald, Marilyn Crispell and Linda May Han Oh. 
 
It was in 1956 that I recall buying my first boxed set with my hard earned sheckles at 
a time I was being paid the equivalent of five dollars a week. It was called The Bessie 
Smith Story on the Coronet (Columbia) label, and cost more than my week’s wages. 
Apart from the fact it had Louis Armstrong and some of the cream of the crop of jazz 
musicians of the 1920s supporting Smith, I loved the titles of the songs which gave 
me a kick on their lonesome:  I ain’t gonna play no second fiddle or Ticket Agent 
Ease Your Window Down was poetry to my ears, much more so than Alfred Lord 
Tennyson and what I saw as his inauthentic claptrap:  
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Her tears fell with the dews at even; 
Her tears fell ere the dews were dried; 
She could not look on the sweet heaven, 
Either at morn or eventide. (Mariana) 
 
being the kind of verse thought worthy of learning by the education system of the 
1950s. Compared to Nobody Knows You When You’re Down and Out or: 
 
I got the world in a jug, the stopper's in my hand 
I got the world in a jug, the stopper's in my hand 
I'm gonna hold it until you men come under my command 
 
Tennyson was sentimental, bogus rubbish to my sensitive ears. Bessie Smith was an 
authentic artist of the highest artistic achievement whom I actually responded to in 
contrast to the “art” that was being presented as such in my formal education. 
 
 

 
 

 
Other voices became perennial - Billie Holiday, Ella Fitzgerald, Anita O’Day, Peggy 
Lee, Helen Merrill, Ivie Anderson, Cassandra Wilson, Diana Krall, and Karrin 
Allyson as much as any other jazz instrumentalist.  
 
And in terms of live performance, which have included Duke Ellington, the 
Australian Art Orchestra, Wayne Shorter, Sandy Evans (many times), Marty Ehrlich, 
Reggie Workman, Scott Tinkler, John Zorn, Ten Part Invention, The catholics, Joe 
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Lovano, Bernie McGann, Mark Simmonds and many others, the most powerful, most 
moving, most musically satisfying live performance I've ever experienced was that by 
Linda May Han Oh and Gian Slater in an hour gig at the 2015 Wangaratta Festival of 
Jazz.  
 

 
 
Linda May Han Oh (above) and Gian Slater (below). At the 2015 Wangaratta Festival of 
Jazz, they could make you feel that the lyric “you make me smile with my heart” is the finest 
piece of verse since John Keats wrote “To Autumn”... SLATER PHOTO CREDIT ROGER MITCHELL 

 

 
 
At first it’s hard to explain or understand why this is so, and what happened at that 
event. The atmosphere was quite ordinary and if I recall, it was in the a.m. of a 
Sunday, not the most propitious time. Perhaps it was the choice of material from the 
Great American Songbook. Perhaps the sound of the acoustic bass has a special 
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appeal for me. And yet…… the intonation, the execution, the swing, the feeling that 
Oh put into that performance, the rhythm, the sheer beauty of sound was so 
sweetly overpowering…. and Slater’s voice so exquisitely mirrored to the music, so 
expressive of the meaning behind the lyrics, that I saw in that performance parallels 
with those between Bessie Smith in musical conversation with Joe Smith on cornet, 
or the art involved in the musical conversation between Lester Young and Billie 
Holiday, or that between Anita O’Day and Roy Eldridge, or more apropos, bassist Joe 
Mondragon walking/talking to Anita O’Day on the opening 
of Honeysuckle Rose which is the second track of her groundbreaking Verve 
album This is Anita. 
 

 
 
Roy Eldridge Roy (left) and Anita O’Day: a musical conversation… 
 
The genius of Bessie Smith was that she could sound painful/tragic and joyous at the 
same time, singing There’ll Be A Hot Time in the Old Town Tonight, in conversation 
with cornetist Joe Smith and Her Band (1927). The genius of Gian Slater and Linda 
May Han Oh is that they could make you feel that the lyric “you make me smile with 
my heart” is the finest piece of verse since John Keats wrote To Autumn,  and back 
the lyric with enough passionate commitment in their sounds and rhythm 
and harmony to break your heart in two! (So to speak). Those lyrics by Rodgers and 
Hart are now so hackneyed perhaps, so well-known perhaps, as to enter the realm of 
banal cliché and be ridiculed by any self-respecting feminist. Even so it is a 
memorable experience to bear witness to two improvising artists making gold out of 
paper.  
 
One explanation that makes sense is that just as musicians “speak” 
between themselves in this music to create the music, they may have some 
brilliant conversations that the audience doesn’t often “get”, that is, are part of.  But 
when the conversation is completely “got” it can be revelatory as it was between Oh, 
Slater and us on that cool Sunday morning in Wangaratta.  It was a wonder to 
witness and be part of, and it was an unforgettable and rare moment, an 
artistic transcendent moment where the three-way connect between musician and 
musician (the music) and audience is profound. Unforgettable. This was improvised 
music in one of its finest moments as far as I’m concerned. I told my absent male 
colleagues it was “a tears of joy moment” and typically for blokes, they guffawed, 
mocked and laughed as any decent Australian male should. I laughed back. 
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The renaissance of jazz (improvised music) being wrought by women may be partly 
explained by the parallels with the origins of the music, but also by the artistically 
challenging nature of the music where the musician wants to master it for the sake of 
art and art alone because it represents the ultimate musical challenge: to play and 
compose artistically beautiful work extemporaneously in the moment. And surely 
there have been and remain great artists who have championed young women to 
"have a go" so to speak. The University of Braxton may be a leader in this respect as 
some of his alumni are leaders of the renaissance - Marilyn Crispell, Mary Halvorson, 
Tomeka Reid among them.  
 
In Australia, Sandy Evans has been a leading improvising artist and outstanding role 
model though she may balk at that label. The Sydney Improvised Music Association’s 
(SIMA) jazz improvisation course for young women, established by Peter 
Rechniewski in 2001, has realised some outstanding outcomes, and reveals that 
a supporting environment is very helpful in nurturing confidence in young women 
players. Jann Rutherford Memorial Award from 2005 is intended for an emerging 
female jazz musician who shows excellence in performance, improvisation and 
composition. The 2019 recipient was guitarist Hilary Geddes.  
 

 
 
Guitarist Hilary Geddes: 2019 recipient of the Jann Rutherford Memorial Award… 
PHOTO COURTESY MELBOURNE JAZZ CO-OPERATIVE 

 
In music feelings are rampant and to think that sexual feelings can be shut down at 
will by men and women in performance, or that social constraints, or misogyny, or 
male pride, can be turned off is fantasyland. Building confidence in young women to 
cope with that environment is a sensible and noble goal. 
  
Shannon Barnett once said: "It doesn't matter what colour hair or skin you have, 
whether you like crumpets or not, how fast you can play a Charlie Parker head, or 
if you are male or female. What matters is that your music comes from a good 
place, deep down in your heart and soul". That’s true as far as it goes, but it does 
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ignore the social and psychological reality of different experiences undergone 
by different individuals. Notwithstanding Attica Blues by Archie Shepp 
or Alabama by John Coltrane, Strange Fruit sung by Billie Holiday remains 
perhaps the single most powerful piece of music of the African American experience. 
To be an Anglo-Saxon individual from Collaroy as opposed to an African American 
born in in 1915 in downtown Baltimore, is a whole different experience and 
fuels different feelings in performance. To some, music is as serious as your life. 
 
 

 
 
Billie Holiday, at the session when she recorded “Strange Fruit”, April 20, 1939… 
 
The evidence of the renaissance I refer to is shown below in part. These are 
female performers I’ve noted from my own modest collection of music. I’m not 
a collector. I buy what I like. It’s not remotely exhaustive, and doesn’t even include 
every document I own. But I believe it is indicative of the range and extent of the 
involvement in women in this music. 
 
________________________________________________________ 
 
The list below shows only female/s involved, instrument and role, and 
title of document and date of issue. 
 
Tomeka Reid, composer, cello; on Shards and Constellations, 2019 
Angelica Sanchez, composer, piano; The Angelica Sanchez Trio, (Michael Fomanek, 
bass; Tyshawn Sorey, drums;) 2016 
Carla Bley, piano, composer, Why, from Escalator Over The Hill, 1971 
Jeanne Lee, voice, with Ran Blake piano, on The Newest Sound Around, 1962 
Gretchen Parlato, voice, on Graylen Epicentre, David Binney Tentette 2011 
Elise Walsh, voice, flute, composition, lyricist, on City Lights, Bellagroove, 2017 
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Shannon Barnett, trombone, composition, on Hype, Shannon Barnett Quartet, 2017 
Vanessa Tomlinson, percussion, on Water Pushes Sand, Australian Art Orchestra, 
2017 
Lil Hardin, piano, on Snake Rag, on King Oliver’s Jazz Band, 1923, also as Lil 
Armstrong, on Louis Armstrong and His Hot Seven  
Geri Allen, leader, piano, composition, arrangements, on Timeline, 2009. 
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